
Week 11 Behavior Strategies 
● Functional Communication Training (FCT) 

○ An ABA procedure that is evidence based 
○ Functional communication training (FCT) is a systematic practice to replace 

inappropriate behavior or subtle communicative acts with more appropriate and 
effective communicative behaviors or skills. (Wong, et al, 2014, p. 63) 

○ Remember: three out of the four “functions” of behavior (why your child is 
engaging in challenging behavior) comes from not being able to communicate 
something!  

■ That he/she wants attention from someone  
■ That he/she wants to avoid/escape an undesired situation (e.g. a work 

task, an environment, etc.) 
■ That he/she wants access to an item/activity  

○ When we can identify what the function of the behavior is - we can teach an 
appropriate replacement phrase/or request  

○ Functional communication training should be addressed throughout the day, 
since it is continuously important for your child to communicate! 

○ Reminder: your child should always have their communication device with them if 
that is their form of communication. 

○ When beginning Functional Communication Training, it is important to look at 
what you want your child to be able to communicate as the “final product” and 
then step back and build up to that. 

■ For example, you may want your child to say, sign, or use their device to 
say, “I need a break, please” as the final product of FCT. However, it is 
not practical to start with this. 

■ You may need to start with touching a break card (even for children who 
can communicate verbally) or a partial sign. 

○ Think about what your child is able to do when they are upset. Start with a 
communicative response that is a little bit simpler than that. 

■ This is important, you want the appropriate communicative response to 
be something that your child can easily do when upset and to be less 
effortful than the problem behavior we are trying to replace. 

■ This will ensure that your child contacts reinforcement for the appropriate 
communicative response frequently, so that the behavior you want to see 
will be more likely to happen again and again. 

■ Once your child can reliably make this easy response and problem 
behavior has decreased, you can start shaping up what you want your 
child to say/do in small steps until you reach your ultimate goal.  

○ When starting Functional Communication Training, it is important to reinforce 
EVERY appropriate communicative response your child makes! As your child 
more reliably engages in the appropriate behavior than the problem behavior, 
you can systematically thin the reinforcement. 

○ It is also a good idea to teach a variety of ways for your child to communicate the 
same need.  



■ For example, if the function of the problem behavior is to gain your 
attention, you may want to teach your child to say/sign “excuse me”, tap 
your arm lightly four times, say/sign your name (whatever they call you, 
mommy, daddy, ahma, papa, etc), and maybe one or two other 
appropriate ways to gain attention. 

■ This way, if for some reason, one of the appropriate communicative 
responses does not work, your child can fall back on another appropriate 
response before engaging in the problem behavior. 

 


